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ABSTRACT
New South Associates conducted an archeological survey of ten landforms associated with the
Battle of Brown’s Mill, located approximately three miles southeast of Newnan, Georgia, in
February and March of 2007. The battle between cavalry regiments under the command of Union
General Edward M. McCook and Confederate General Joseph Wheeler took place on July 30th
1864. The survey was conducted to determine possible routes into and out of the battle and the
location of a Union artillery battery crucial to the interpretation of the engagement. To this end, the
identification of period house sites within the battlefield area was essential, due to historic accounts
specifying a house or church standing near the Union battery. The project goals were to facilitate
the development of a 104-acre tract of land within the battle site that the county plans to develop
into a passive recreation facility featuring an interpretation of the battle. The survey resulted in the
identification of three historic houses sites (Sites 9CW233, 9CW234, 9CW235). One of the three
sites, 9CW234, dates to the period when the battle took place and from the analysis of cultural
landscapes, archeological evidence, collected resources, and historic accounts, appears to be the
location where the Union artillery was placed. This report presents the results of the archeological
survey and offers an interpretation of the Battle of Brown’s Mill landscape.
Section 9 of the Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 requires strict protection of
information concerning the nature and location of any archaeological resources. Therefore, to
comply with the stipulation set forth in the act all text referring to the location of archeological
resources within the study area has been omitted from this report. Omitted text will appear in black
(xxxx). Likewise, any figure featuring the location of the archeological resources will be omitted.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Archeological examination of a Civil War battlefield can provide concrete physical evidence
regarding key elements of the conflict, which is particularly useful when historic records are scant,
unclear, or at times erroneous. While historic documentation concerning the Battle of Brown’s Mill
offered a glimpse of how the battle unfolded, numerous aspects of the battle of July 30th 1864 are
still unknown. Coweta County has acquired a 104-acre tract of land where the battle was fought.
The county plans to develop the site as a passive recreation facility featuring an interpretation of the
battle that occurred there. In an effort to gain a deeper understanding of the battle, the Planning and
Zoning Department of Coweta County contracted New South Associates to conduct an
archeological examination of the Battle of Brown’s Mill in February of 2007. The project was
funded in part by the American Battlefield Protection Program (ABPP), an initiative of the National
Park Service.
The project presented unique complexities due to the nature of the engagement. The Battle of
Brown’s Mill consisted of a cavalry skirmish. This type of combat is high tempo where individual
units can cover significant distances in relatively short periods of time. Therefore, battles like that of
Brown’s Mill can stretch over an extended area.
The archeological remains of cavalry
engagements are more transient, making them more difficult to identify and interpret than
conventional Civil War period battlefields.
While primary military documents regarding the battle that took place around Brown’s Mill have
been researched (Evans et. al 2004; Evans 1996), there were several important elements in the
existing records, letters, and other documents that were vague or missing, but which are critical to
understanding the course of the conflict and its public interpretation. Key to tracing the evolution of
the battle was the location of two Union 3-inch rifled guns deployed as a battery on an unknown
knoll in the study area. Primary accounts of the battle and the way it unfolded almost unanimously
hinged on references to this battery, which is variously described as being set up near a house or a
church. The goals of the archeological research were to determine the location of the Union artillery
battery, locate period house sites within the battlefield, and trace the Union Army routes into and out
of the battlefield in the hopes of discerning the overall boundaries of the conflict.
The battlefield, located southwest of Newnan, consists of between 400 and 600 acres and is
roughly bound by Old Corinth Road on the west, New Corinth Road on the East, Millard Farmer
Road on the north, and Earl North Road on the south (Figure 1). The Coweta County Planning
Department, in consultation with the State Archeologist and supplemented by the contribution and
cooperation of local citizens, historians, and landowners within the area of the battle site identified
ten landforms that offered ideal positions for the Union artillery during the battle. The survey crew
numbered the landforms to facilitate their investigation. Each area highlighted in orange on Figure
1 represents an area subjected to systematic survey. The survey of each knoll was conducted
through a systematic pedestrian survey that employed metal detectors and the excavation of shovel
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Figure 1. Location of Surveyed Landforms, Identified Sites, and Battle-Related Finds (Land Lots depicted in
red)
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test pits and larger test units on potential house sites. Additionally, areas adjacent to Landforms 2,
7, and 9 were identified, because of their orientation or elevation, as locales with the potential to
contain battle-related artifacts (Figure 1). Metal detectors were used to sweep the top and side
slopes of each landform for period metal artifacts. Shovel test pits were investigated in areas with
low surface visibility and in areas that featured a house site.
The survey sought to identify artifacts relating directly to the operation of the cannons during the
battle as well as artifacts associated with a mid-nineteenth-century house or rural church site.
Artillery-related artifacts included any object relating to the priming and firing of the ammunition, the
ammunition itself, and parts remaining after Union troops destroyed the cannons upon retreat.
Additionally, any nineteenth-century domestic or religious artifacts associated with a house site or
rural church could represent the location identified in battlefield accounts as being adjacent to the
cannon’s position. A total of three house sites were identified. One of the house sites identified
(9CW234) was potentially active during the time of the battle.
Previous research by collectors and historians has provided important information that can be used
in conjunction with archeological investigation to interpret troop movements down to the individual
unit level, including spatial data of metal detector find spots. Finding the significant features of the
battle would prove to be complex given the nature of the battle, the history of the landscape and
extent that local collecting of battle artifacts has had on battlefield integrity. Early aerial
photography, GPS survey data, and spatial data recorded by local collectors were organized in a
geographic information system (GIS) framework. This type of organization allows for locations to
be viewed on a variety of maps and facilitates the incorporation of global positioning (GPS) data
recorded by the survey crew in the field. Through GIS, the positions of survey areas and artifact
locations can be displayed spatially and compared to other data. Additionally, GIS data
developed by Dr. Bill Drummond of the Georgia Institute of Technology was included in the
interpretation of the area. His examination of infrared imaging of the project area identified
abandoned roadbeds whose locations are supported on historic maps and aerial photographs.
These now vanished routes may have served as critical arteries along which Union and
Confederate forces moved across the landscape. An advantage for archaeologists and historians
in interpreting the battle is that each Union unit had been assigned a particular set of weapons,
some of which were unique to that unit at Brown’s Mill. As was the case with the Battle of the Little
Big Horn survey (Scott et al. 1989), the type, condition, and location of bullets and other artifacts
provides information on troop positions and movements.
In the following chapters, this report synthesizes the research on the Battle of Brown’s Mill conducted
to this point with the findings of the archeological study of the project area. A brief summary of the
battle is provided, as well as a discussion of the constantly changing landscape in which the battle
took place. The locations of key military positions suggested in the interpretation is the result of a
culmination of contributions of numerous residents of Coweta County, historians, and archeologists
vested in the preservation of the significant events of July 30th 1864.
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II. BATTLE SUMMARY
The Battle of Brown’s Mill, as well as the role of the cavalry in Sherman’s Atlanta Campaign, has
been thoroughly presented in Sherman’s Horsemen: Union Cavalry Operations in the Atlanta
Campaign (Evans 1996). The author, David Evans, is an authority on the battle and a local
resident, and serves as an advisor to Coweta County on the preservation and interpretation of the
tract. He also was a contributor to the 2004 historic context section of the Master Plan for Brown’s
Mill Battlefield Historic Site, Coweta County, Georgia assembled by New South Associates for the
Jaeger Company (Evans et al. 2004). In addition to the master plan, New South Associates
produced an educational brochure summarizing the battle and its participants. Because the
historical documentation of the battle has been covered extensively in these publications, only a
short summary of the battle and regiments involved is offered here.
The Battle of Brown’s Mill was fought between a Union cavalry force led by Brigadier General E.
M. McCook and a Confederate cavalry force under Major General Joseph Wheeler. Union Major
General T. Sherman as part of his strategy to cut off supplies to Atlanta using his cavalry assets to
destroy railroads leading into the city had dispatched McCook’s force. Although McCook’s force
succeeded in inflicting damage to Confederate rail lines and supply wagons, he was turned back
southwest of Newnan and suffered considerable losses at the Battle of Brown’s Mill.
The Union regiments, weary from days in the saddle, entered the project area from the south after
crossing the railroad to the south of Newnan. While making their way to the Chattahoochee the
column encountered an ambush from Confederate forces as they reached the present-day
intersection of Old Corinth and Millard Farmer roads (Figure 1). The head of McCook’s column
was struck at the junction with Old Corinth, while the remainder of his column was stretched out
along a serpentine route known as Ricketyback Road (Evans 1996:261). Ricketyback Road
appears to have extended southeast from the ambush site to the south end of what is now Moody
Farm Road where it continued east to merge with Old Grantville Road (now New Corinth Road).
Wheeler led the rest of his force south from Newnan to strike McCook’s flank east of the ambush
site, along this road. McCook’s two pieces of artillery, which was positioned centrally in the
column, unlimbered just south of the Ricketyback Road on a little rise in the yard of a log house
belonging to George W. Cook (Evans et. al 2004).
After these blows to the head of his column, by forces led by Colonel Henry M. Ashby and then
attacks to the north and east flanks by Brigadier General Lawrence S. “Sul” Ross and Wheeler,
respectively, McCook’s position began to crumble. With the Union column spread thin along the
road and Confederate attacks coming on multiple fronts, skirmish lines surged and ebbed, but
finally McCook’s forces fell back from the road to the south, before fleeing south and west during
the evening hours of July 30-31, 1864 (Evans 1996:256-277). After a day of combat between
mounted and dismounted cavalry, as well as a bank of two small Union cannons equipped with
canister and Hotchkiss shells, the battle was over with the Union forces’ retreat and the Confederate
capture of the 8th Iowa regiment, Union cannons, and mule train.
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Many accounts regarding the battle revolve around the location of Union artillery. Accounts place
the battery on a hill near a log cabin or church, depending on which soldier’s account is consulted.
The structure was located just south of the Ricketyback Road. There was said to be a rail fence
around the house area. Some accounts describe an old log cabin and a gate hanging off the
fence. Land records indicate a G.W. Cook had acquired LL77 only a short time before the battle,
though he was not the original owner of the property (Figure 1). Therefore, a cabin may have been
present when he purchased the tract. There are several lines of evidence that support the Cook
cabin as being the house site on top of a hill in LL77. Cook’s house had a cellar where his family
hid during the battle. Cook’s daughter was killed during the battle and may be buried on the
property (Evans et. al 2004). Cook abandoned the property after the war around 1869, essentially
a refugee from the conflict (David Evans, personal communication, April 14, 2007).
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III. HISTORIC LANDSCAPE
Rural landscapes are often perceived as static because of nostalgic images of pastoral fields and
farms provided by fine art and popular culture. However, in reality these landscapes are in a
constant state of transformation, changing in tune with human technological aptitude. To
understand this landscape and the significant battle that was fought within it, information in oral
accounts and early cartographic documents were examined. Historical accounts provided
information from the perspectives of the participants, while early maps and later aerial
photography provided clues to the location of key topological aspects of the landscape. In
addition to the impact human traffic and agriculture as depicted by historic images, local collectors
and residents supplement the body of knowledge of the landscape with their maps and recollections
of the locations of key artifacts across the battle site and provide perspectives on the project area
as it changed in the twentieth century (Figure 2).
The battle was fought just north of a drainage basin of an unnamed branch of Sandy Creek. The
headwaters of this drainage begin along the east half of Millard Farmer Road, adjacent to the
present day intersection of Moody Farm and Millard Farmer Roads. The stream then flows south
and west until it passes underneath Corinth Road to the west (Figure 1). The deeply cut drainages
that feed the branch of Sandy Creek have been distorted by the construction and rerouting of
Millard Farmer Road and the recent creation of a pond east of Landform 3 (Figure 2).
Even though the Brown’s Mill itself played virtually no role in the battle, the mill is referenced directly
in the accounts of General McCook and the place name has became synonymous with the
battlefield site. The mill was located along the branch of Sandy Creek located between Landforms
3 and 1, south of present-day Moody Farm Road (Figure 1). Brown’s Mill was constructed in the
1830s and was largely destroyed by flood in the 1880s (Evans et. al 2004). The only remaining
signs of the mill are a series of drill holes in the stone of the creek containing iron reinforcement bars
associated with bracing the dam (Figure 3). Further south past the mill was the historic residence of
the Brown family, located north of the intersection of Hannah Road and New Corinth Road (Figure
1). Remnants of the avenue connecting the Brown’s home with the mill features rows of oaks on
either side (Figure 3)
There are assorted descriptions of the landscape during the battle from official reports and
participant recollections. However, a number of common elements are found in several of the
accounts (David Evans, personal communication, April 23, 2007). Three separate accounts place
a large open field between the Union column and General Joseph Wheeler’s eastern approach.
Bordered by thick forest, the field was reported to feature a ravine or deep depression running
between the forces. The Confederate attack on the Union column was centered on the route known
historically as Ricketyback Road. Identification of this route in relation to landscape features like a
ravine or depression mentioned in firsthand accounts is essential for interpreting the activities of July
30, 1864.
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Figure 2. The Locations of Collector Finds
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Brown’s Mill and Associated Landscape Features

A. Iron Bar Associated with Brown’s Mill Creek

B. Road Leading North from Brown’s Home
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Dr. Bill Drummond with the Georgia Institute of Technology’s College of Architecture, Center for
Geographic Information Systems has been conducting an ongoing study of the Civil War in Atlanta
and its vicinities, and he offered technical assistance to the project. He analyzed infrared satellite
imagery from 2006 of the battle site. He identified an abandoned east to west route that potentially
served as eastern limits of Ricketyback Road. He produced a map of his observation that also
suggested the orientation of the western half of Ricketyback Road (Figure 4).
Historic cartographic documents do not specifically identify a Rickteyback Road by name.
However, comparisons of historic maps and aerial photography suggest that roadway patterns
within the battlefield site were fluid and changed overtime. The earliest map of any portion of the
battlefield appears circa 1914. A deed map depicts two routes simply named “Farm Road”
running east to west and forking to the south in Land Lot (LL) 53 (Figure 5). The intersection of the
“Farm Roads” in LL53 likely refers to a former route of Millard Farmer Road and its intersection with
present-day Moody Farm Road (Figure 1).
A more complete view of roads in the area of the battlefield comes from the U.S. Soil Conservation
Service map, dated to 1919. This early twentieth-century map offers the first glimpse of a potential
route for Ricketyback Road (Figure 6). Though the road names are omitted, the map presents
numerous roads and the locations of structures that neighbor them. As in the deed map of circa
1914, the intersection of the former route of Millard Farmer Road and the southern fork that would
become Moody Farm Road is present. The road forking to the south also features an additional
intersection at it southern terminus. This early incarnation of Moody Farm Road intersected a
serpentine route winding to the west from Grantville Road (presently New Corinth Road) past this
southern intersection extending toward LL77. Though the road extends west, well past the southern
limits of present-day Moody Farm Road, it stops short of intersecting with the road depicted to the
west running south through the western portions of land lots LL52 and LL77 (Figure 6). This
meandering east to west corridor is congruent with the route identified by Dr. Drummond’s analysis
of satellite imagery, and likely represents Ricketyback Road.
Further changes in road patterns are documented in the 1940 Coweta County Highway Map
(Figure 7). Like the U.S. Soil Conservation Service map decades earlier, the County Highway Map
presents major roads and structures located along rural routes. The circuitous road extending west
from Grantville Road is depicted terminating at the southern end of present-day Moody Farm Road
and no roads or structures are pictured to the west, in LL52 and LL77 (Figure 7). The differences
between the 1940 and the 1919 views of the project area reflect the changing nature of road use in
the area, and in the span of two decades roads can fall into disuse.
Aerial photography recorded by the U.S. Department of Agriculture confirms the presence of the
meandering route extending from Grantville Road west in 1942. However, the aerial photograph
also features routes not depicted on any of the prior maps of the battlefield site (Figure 8). A road
can be identified extending from the southern limits of Moody Farm Road west across the wooded
drainage that runs through the western portion of LL52 and LL77 and turns north to intersect with
what is presently Millard Farmer Road (Figure 8).
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Figure 5. 1914 Deed Map
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Figure 7. 1940 Coweta County Highway Map
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Another road not present on previous maps of the area is the road extending north from the Brown
residence located near the intersection of present-day intersection New Corinth and Earl North
roads. The road presumably connected the Brown home with the mill located along the creek. The
1942 aerial photograph reveals that this road connects with the intersection at the south end of
Moody Farm Road (Figure 8). Remnants of the southern end of the mill road still exist near the New
Corinth and Earl North intersection. As noted above, the deeply rutted road features an avenue of
oaks on either side of the road (Figure 3).
Also apparent in the aerial photograph of the battlefield site is the extent to which agriculture had
altered the landscape by 1942. The clearing of trees and extensive agricultural terracing is evident
across the entire area of the battle (Figure 8). Despite the alterations to the landscape road routes
no longer present are evident in the aerial view.
In addition to the continuous commercial and domestic agricultural use of the battlefield, the activity
of local Civil War period collectors has also left their mark. One of the first local collectors was
Judge Byron Henley Mathews, Jr. (1916-1992). Mathews, originally from Atlanta, was a part of the
first generation of modern collectors. He and other early collectors like Thomas S. Dickey, Sr.
(1925-1987) employed surplus WWII mine detectors to amass expansive collections (Melton and
Prawl 2007). Both men’s collections were not limited to a single Civil War site but were regional,
collected from a number of sites in Georgia and surrounding states. While there are anecdotal
accounts of Mathews’ hunts in the vicinity of Brown’s Mill in the 1960s and 1970s, little
provenience information was recorded for any of his finds (David Evans, personal communication,
April 28, 2003, Chip Barron, personal communication, April 18, 2007).
Fortunately for the communities in which they lived, both Dickey and Mathews donated their
extensive collections to cultural centers. Dickey’s projectile collection is now housed at the Atlanta
History Center, and Judge Mathews’ collection was donated to the Newnan-Coweta Historical
Society. Now maintained at the Male Academy Museum, the Mathews collection ranges from
Enfield muzzle-loaders, Spencer rifles, Springfield rifles, Maynard carbines, and shells and other
ordnance, such as minie balls, 10-lbs Hotchkiss shells and Parrott explosive shells. It is certainly a
valuable collection, but not useful for plotting movements or activities at the Brown’s Mill battlefield
site.
Contemporaries of Mathews and later generations of Coweta County collectors compiled
information that was much more useful in terms of understanding Brown’s Mill. In 1985, Jack
Greer, Kerry Elliott, Edward Lanham, and Jim Cabaniss (now out of the area) pooled their
information to compile a sketch map of artifact finds associated with Brown’s Mill (Evans et. al
2004). Jack Greer, now deceased, was a diligent collector, as was Kerry Elliott in previous years
(David Evans, personal communication, April 28, 2003; Kerry Elliott, personal communication,
April 29, 2003). The sketch map depicted the locations of the most significant artifacts. The sketch
map, as well as updates of information provided by Elliot and other collectors, was also used to
help compile an updated map of the Brown’s Mill area, showing artifact concentrations over the
entire area (Figure 2).
In addition to the map compiled by collectors in 1985, local residents who participated in
collecting with Judge Mathews were contacted. On April 18, 2007 the project field director met
with Thomas W. “Chip” Barron, lifelong resident of Newnan. As a teenager, he collected Brown’s
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Mill artifacts with Judge Byron Matthews in the early 1970s. He and Judge Matthews walked the
area of the battle after an episode of timber harvesting. The cleared land offered open views
across the landscape of the battle. He recalled high concentrations of bullets along the dirt road that
runs along the brow of Landforms 3, 5, and 6 (Figure 2). Additionally, he noted that a significant
concentration of horseshoes was located in the pasture north of Landform 10. It is also in this area
that Barron found a hexagonal pistol barrel (Figure 2). The barrel, though featuring a highly
oxidized surface, was consistent with the Model 1851 Navy pistol.
The contribution of local collectors to what is known about the battle site is significant. Subsequent
collecting in the area of Brown’s Mill in the twenty-first century has supplemented the current project
and was conducted in compliance with State law OCGA 12-3-621, prohibiting anyone from
digging on any land (public or private) without the owner’s written permission. Individuals owning
parcels in which the ten survey areas are found were consulted prior to the current archeological
investigation.
Gretchen Deichelbor owns the parcels on and adjacent to 55 Moody Farm Road near its
intersection with Millard Farmer Road. She reported of a deep “ravine” extending south from
Millard Farmer Road across her property and suggested it may be related to the battle. After
meeting with Mrs. Deichelbor on April 18, 2007, the project field director conducted a pedestrian
survey of the parcel to confirm the presence of a drainage with steep sides (Figure 2). The ravine
seemed to be a southern portion of the drainage to the north that had been truncated by the
construction of Millard Farmer Road. This steep landscape feature potentially represents part of the
low landscape feature encountered by Wheeler’s command. Additionally, Mrs. Deichelbor recalled
the occasion she visited Judge Byron Matthews soon after the publication of his book. Matthews
had asserted that he had found numerous artifacts from the battle on her parcel and pointed out the
finds in his basement. While the exact composition and provenience for the finds is unknown, the
presence of battle-related artifacts in this portion of the landscape indicates military activity on the
parcel. Further pedestrian survey of the drainage extending south through the eastern limits of LL77
revealed numerous deep cuts into the hills leading down to the creek (Figure 2).
On May 2, 2007 the project field director and David Evans met Mr. Clay Fagan for a walkover of
the Battle of Brown’s Mill site. Mr. Fagan was a contemporary of Jack Greer and collected the site
with Greer in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Greer and Fagan ranged over areas adjacent to the
intersection of the ambush and areas east of the intersection near Millard Farmer Road. Fagan
recalled a concentration of dropped Cosmopolitan bullets and fired Endfield bullets south of Millard
Farmer Road along a power cut (Figure 2). Walking east on the south side of Millard Farmer
Road, Mr. Fagan had found what appeared to be the throat of a scabbard on the eroded slope
adjacent to the paved roadway (Figure 2). The find was added to the Brown’s Mill assemblage
and a handheld GPS unit recorded its location.
Additionally, Fagan possessed a fragment of a friction primer, which he found sometime around
1987 during his searches adjacent to the road. According to Fagan, the primer was located on the
northern side of Millard Farmer Road east of an entrance into the junkyard found north of the road
(Figure 2). The primer fragment consisted of the copper alloy head. The remaining shaft and pull
wire was not present upon examination. Mr. Fagan indicated that only one primer fragment came
from the locale adjacent to the junkyard.
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Although the presence of a primer fragment in this part of the Battle of Brown’s Mill property is
interesting, it is unlikely this area served as the Union battery described in multiple accounts of the
battle because of the location of spent artillery finds across the landscape. Accounts indicate that
the battery fired almost its entire reserve of canister and shells (David Evans, personal
communication, May 4, 2007). Local collectors did not find heavy concentrations of canister or
shell fragments in the vicinity of the primer find (Figure 2); however collectors did find canister
fragments adjacent to Landform 5, approximately 680 meters (2,232 feet) southeast of the location
of the primer find. This distance is well out of the effective range for canister shot. Therefore, the
battery would have been positioned closer to the location of the canister finds (Figure 2). It would
have been problematic for shell fragments to be fired into the drainage where they were found by
both archeologists and collectors. For shells to be fired into these areas, they would have required
the position of the cannons to be further south and to the west (Figures 1 and 2).
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IV. METHODS
Each of the ten landforms within the project area was subjected to a pedestrian survey to identify
areas with strategic value as an artillery position and areas that would offer potential for a historic
occupation. It has been recognized that Civil War sites are characterized by limited deposition of
artifacts, low artifact densities over an expansive area, and the presence of a few large features
separated by large intervals of space, virtually devoid of artifacts. Elements like these are further
augmented by the fact the Battle of Brown’s Mill was a cavalry engagement and exhibits a more
ephemeral archeological signature than conventional battlefields. These characteristics often
prevent their discovery and evaluation through standard archeological survey methods, like the
investigation of shovel test locations at regular intervals (Espenshade et. al 2002). Therefore, an
approach utilizing metal detectors in concert with shovel test pit excavation and systematic
pedestrian survey was employed in the evaluation of each landform.
The types of battle-associated elements sought during the survey included:
•

ideal positions for artillery batteries based on elevation and proximity potential historic
paths through the region;

•

hardware, tools, or ammunition associated with artillery employed during combat;

•

civil War period domestic sites associated with a house or church, which potentially
served as a position for Union artillery;

•

concentrations of spent munitions associated with particular regiments involved in the
conflict;

•

discreet concentrations of battle-related artifacts suggesting troop positions or skirmish lines;
and

•

horse tack and other hardware associated with period Calvary forces.

The metal detector survey of each landform was conducted on a two-meter grid. After a bearing
was established the entire summit, side slopes, and any other level areas on the landform were
subjected to systematic sweeps with the metal detector. Metal detector “hits” were flagged and the
soil excavated to identify the source of the detector’s alert. A single transect of shovel test pits were
examined on landforms with little or no metal detector hits or surface visibility below 75 percent. A
majority of the landforms within the project area featured exposed red clay subsoil on the ground
surface, while three landforms (1, 4, and 9) were located in forest environments with little ground
exposure. A single transect of shovel test pit locations was investigated along these landforms
generally following the brow of the hill. Potential shovel test pit locations were examined at a 10meter (33-foot) interval. Each shovel test pit was 30 centimeters (1 foot) in diameter and dug to
culturally sterile subsoil, and the pits' contents were screened through one-quarter inch hardware
cloth.
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Additionally, upon identification of a historic house site, shovel test pit locations were examined in
a cruciform pattern radiating from the site center. An archeological site was defined by the
presence of at least three artifacts from the same broad cultural period, pre-1957, within a 30-meter
(100-foot) surface area. Also to be considered were the presence of surface features, such as wells,
chimney falls, or house piers. The location of surface features and structures were also to be
considered in the determination of site boundaries. If an archeological site was identified, the
information required for completion of Georgia Archeological Site Forms was collected and
photographs were taken.
Artifacts, discovered by metal detector, that were readily identifiable in the field as agriculturally
related or coming after the Civil War period were not collected. Metal detector finds associated
with residential house sites were sampled to determine the sites’ period of occupation.
Additionally, the contents of each excavation unit were assigned a provenience number and
collected, and their location identified on field maps.
The survey of the ten landforms and associated supplemental areas identified three historic period
house sites (9CW233, 9CW234, 9CW235). The metal detector survey yielded a single artifact
directly tied to the conflict of July 1864. One shell fragment was identified in the drainage
northwest of Landform 9 (Figure 1). Findings are discussed in detail in the following section.
The isolated artifact finds of the shell fragment and potential scabbard fragment as well as the
assemblage from Site 9CW234 directly resulted from, or is contemporaneous with, the Battle of
Brown’s Mill. Therefore, these artifacts will be assembled and curated under the guidelines set forth
by the Antonio J. Waring, Jr. Archeological Laboratory at the University of West Georgia. The
Waring, Jr. Archeological Laboratory of the University of West Georgia is a federally approved
curation facility.
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V. RESULTS
LANDFORM 1
Landform 1 was located approximately 804 meters (0.5 miles) east of the intersection of Gentry
Drive and Old Corinth Road (Figure 1). The landform consisted of a knoll oriented northwest to
southeast, featuring an elevation approximately 860 feet AMSL. Vegetation consisted of immature
hardwoods interspersed with young pines with minimal understory (Figure 9). Stands of planted
pine were located north of the landform, as well as cleared, grassy plots to serve as feed for deer.
Approximately 0.87 acres on the top and side-slopes of the landform were subjected to metal
detector survey (Figure 9). Additionally, a single transect that ran the long axis of the hill was
investigated along the dirt road for artifacts. No metal artifacts associated with the battle were
recovered, and the surface survey of the roadbed produced no battle-related artifacts or artifacts
associated with a historic-period occupation. Examination of the surface did reveal an eroded soil
profile featuring exposed red clay subsoil on the ground surface.
Glenn Thompson, whose family owns and occupies the parcel on which Landform 1 is located,
indicated the forest has been logged at several intervals, and this fact was evident in the secondary
growth observed during fieldwork. Additionally, he recalled local collectors gaining access to the
property during his grandfather’s (Lee Lassetter) lifetime. Judge Byron Matthews was mentioned
specifically as one who has collected artifacts from the property. Fired munitions from Spencer
rifles have been identified by collectors in the vicinity of Landform 1 (Figure 2). Thompson had
also recovered a single Confederate Infantry button in the yard northeast of the residence of Jane
Thompson, his mother (Figure 2). While not related directly to Landform 1, anecdotal evidence
from Ms. Thompson indicated that an older house was once present on the site of her current
residence, which was built in the twentieth century. As a child, she recalled playing with canister
shot found in the yard. Mr. Thompson also pointed out an old river crossing he encountered while
dredging sand from a branch of Sandy Creek with his grandfather. The crossing consisted of
rough-hewn logs and was submerged in the creek bed under sand. The crossing also featured an
old road trace leading up the landform to the west from the crossing (Figure 2). Whether this
crossing existed during the battle is unknown, but it could have potentially served as an escape
route for Union forces retreating to the south and west.

LANDFORM 2
Landform 2 consisted of a linear-shaped knoll located approximately 785 meters (0.5 miles) south
of the intersection of Millard Farmer and Corinth Roads (Figure 1). The landform, at approximately
800 feet AMSL, was oriented northwest to southeast. The hilltop featured an immature pine stand
divided by two dirt roads (Figure 10). Approximately 2.25 acres on the brow and the side slopes
were subjected to a metal detector survey (Figure 2). The dirt roads that intersected at the hilltop
offered surface visibility greater than 75 percent, with exposed red clay subsoil observed in the
roadbed.
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Figure 9.
Views of Landform 1

A. Mixed Hardwood Forest of Secondary Growth

B. View North of Dirt Road Bisecting Knoll
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Figure 10.
Views of Landform 2

A. View North of Intersection of Dirt Roads

B. View South of Road Leading to Peak
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Along the southern end of the landform, the metal detector survey identified a single horseshoe. The
horseshoe’s overall morphology and size identified it as belonging to a draft horse, and it was
almost certainly associated with agricultural activity. Survey of the roadbeds did not identify any
battle-related artifacts.
In addition to the top of Landform 2, approximately 0.67 acres of a secondary saddle of the ridge,
adjacent to the creek floodplain was surveyed with metal detectors (Figure 2). A mix of immature
hardwoods and pine with a moderately dense understory populated the saddle. Because there was
little surface visibility on the landform a single transect was investigated along the ridge (Figure 2).
The soil profile revealed in the shovel test pits was rocky and very shallow, only extending
approximately 10 centimeters (4 inches) below ground surface. Rock outcroppings and remnants
of agricultural terraces were also evident along the saddle. No metal artifacts associated with
battle were located as a result of metal detector sweeps, and no additional domestic artifacts
associated with a historic occupation were identified in excavated shovel test pits.

LANDFORM 3
Landform 3 was an ovoid knoll located just north of a branch of Sandy Creek and directly west of
Bill Brown’s pond, approximately 725 meters (0.45 miles) south of Millard Farmer Road (Figure 1).
The landform, approximately 840 feet AMSL, featured a dirt road running along its long axis,
roughly north to south, terminating at the intersection with two other dirt roads on its southern end.
The hilltop was covered in immature pine and pine saplings extended down the southeastern slope
(Figure 11). Additionally, the hilltop was bordered on the northeast by a cleared and plowed
pasture. Push piles ran the length of the landform, which likely resulted from the recent planting of
pine.
The hilltop and adjacent pasture was subjected to a metal detector survey. The metal detector
sweep included the roadbed west of the landform’s peak and portions of the roadbed extending to
the south, totaling approximately 1.77 acres (Figure 11). No battle-associated artifacts were
recovered from the survey. The landform was far too narrow to support a structure, and red clay
subsoil was observed at the ground surface across the hilltop.
The lack of artifact finds at Landform 3 can be attributed to the impact agriculture has had overtime
and collecting activity for at least the three decades. David Evans and Kerry Elliott collected
artifacts from this landform in 2004 and 2005. Through verbal descriptions relayed by David
Evans, the approximate locations of their finds have been recreated in Figure 2.

LANDFORM 4
Landform 4 consisted of a narrow finger overlooking the creek floodplain approximately 811
meters (0.5 miles) southeast of the intersection of Millard Farmer and Corinth roads. The landform
was oval in shape and featured an elevation of approximately 820 feet AMSL. The landform was
covered in mixed pine and hardwood forest featuring a dense understory (Figure 12).
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Figure 11.
Views of Landform 3

A. View South, Pastureland Intersecting Immature Pine

B. Exposed Subsoil in the Road Intersection
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Figure 12. Views of Landform 4
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Approximately one acre of the landform was surveyed with a metal detector (Figure 12). The metal
detector survey identified modern metal container debris as well as a single mule shoe. The mule
shoe was identifiable by the arms of the shoe, or branches. Typically mule shoes feature less of
curve in the branches than do conventional horseshoes. The mule shoe cannot be directly related to
the battle due to the common practice of “gorging:” where a shoe is distorted to create a custom fit
for an individual animal (USDA 2006). Gorging would obscure any marks that would identify the
shoe as machine made. Up to the advent of machine production in 1835, shoes were hand
wrought and would reflect the singular shape of a blacksmith on a particular animal. Therefore,
tracing the origin of a single shoe would prove difficult given the shoe’s context. No artifacts
directly associated with the battle were identified with the metal detector survey.
Additionally, since there was little exposed ground surface a transect of shovel test pit locations was
investigated along the long axis of the landform. The soil profile revealed in excavated shovel test
pits consisted of brownish red (2.5YR4/4) loamy clay leaf litter extending approximately 15
centimeters (6 inches) below the ground surface over a rocky red clay subsoil. No artifacts were
recovered from excavated shovel test pits.

LANDFORM 5
Landform 5 was situated approximately 910 meters (0.57 miles) southeast of the intersection of
Millard Farmer Road and Corinth Road (Figure 1). The landform consisted of a circular knoll
approximately 840 feet AMSL. Two dirt roads, one from the west and one extending from north to
south, intersected at the knoll’s summit in a small clearing surrounded by stands of immature pine
saplings and some mixed hardwood to the southwest. Ground surface visibility was high within
the clearing and along the dirt roads. Red clay subsoil was exposed in these areas, and push piles
were evident just inside the tree line encircling the clearing (Figure 13).
Approximately 1.4 acres of the hilltop and side slopes of Landform 5 were subjected to survey with
metal detectors (Figure 2). Concentrations of metal were identified inside the tree line southwest of
the intersection of dirt roads and extended northeast into the clearing. Metal finds largely consisted
of machine-cut nails, ferrous metal door hardware, and other metal artifacts associated with a
domestic site. Additionally, ceramics and glass were identified on the surface in the road leading
south from the landform and similar ceramics were found in association with the metal finds
southwest of the clearing. Given the presences of domestic artifacts, the area was designated Site
9CW234 (Figure 14).

SITE 9CW234
The highest concentrations of artifacts associated with the house site were located in the woods
southwest of the clearing. Artifact concentrations were divided from the clearing by a large push
pile that ran the length of the tree line down the slope to the west (Figure 15). Additionally, a
circular depression was observed in this area of the site that may have served as the well that is
now filled in. Shovel testing was conducted in a cruciform pattern at a 10-meter (33-foot) interval
inside the woods southwest of the clearing (Figure 14). Excavation shovel test pits revealed an
extremely deflated soil profile with little soil deposition below the 10 centimeters (4 inches) of leaf
litter. A single fragment of bottle glass and one wire fragment was recovered from the shovel test
pits.
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Figure 13.
Views of Landform 5

A. View Northeast

B. View East of Road Intersection
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Figure 15.
Views of Site 9CW234

A. View West of Pushpiles Adjacent to the Site

B. Unit 1 Excavated
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Two larger test units were excavated at Site 9CW234 in addition to the shovel test pits (Figure 14).
Unit 1 measured 1 x 1 meter (3.2 x 3.2 feet) while Unit 2 measured 0.5 x 1 meter (1.6 x 3.2 feet).
Unit 1 was placed adjacent to artifact concentrations identified by metal detector. The goal of
excavating Unit 1 was to uncovered potential architectural features associated with the occupation,
particularly the presence of a cellar. Unit 2 was placed into the depression to the east to determine
if it functioned as a well.
Unit 1 was approximately 10 centimeters total in depth below surface (Figure 15). The soil profile
consisted of the leaf litter over red clay subsoil; the same pattern observed in shovel test pits. No
architecturally related features were identified, and a single nail fragment and fragment of glass
were recovered from the unit’s fill (Table 1).
Unit 2 was excavated on the edge of a depression located in the northeastern portion of the site
(Figures 14). Unit 2 established a profile within the depression and revealed the pit was likely the
result of cultural activities rather than natural events, such as a tree fall. The unit was excavated in a
single provenience approximately 50 centimeters (20 inches) below the ground surface surrounding
the depression. In profile, the pit featured straight sides indicating an excavated well shaft (Figure
16). Subsequent earth-moving activities likely filled in the well leaving the depression observed at
the surface.
The eroded soil profile in excavation units and the presences of numerous push piles point toward a
period of soil disturbance that impacted the site’s integrity. The property owner, Bill Brown, had
recalled the clearing adjacent to Site 9CW234 being used as a staging area from timber
harvesting activities. Brown purchased the parcel from a timber company. This type of silviculture
employs large machinery and likely produced the landscape observed at the time of fieldwork.
While the Unit 1 excavation did not identify a cellar feature that, according to accounts, was
located on the property, this absence does not rule the house site out as a potential candidate for the
Cook residence mentioned in battle accounts. As illustrated by the well, episodes of timbering have
likely obscured any features associated with a structure. However, the artifacts recovered from
9CW234 suggest it was occupied during the Battle of Brown’s Mill (Table 1). The White Granite
ceramic type has an introduction date to the first half of the nineteenth century (Miller 2000). Its
presence on the site suggests the site was occupied as early as 1842.
Additionally, the artifacts that do not appear in the assemblage of Site 9CW234 serve as evidence
that the house was present during the conflict in the summer of 1864. Because building materials
have varying rates of decay, the archeological signature left by historic structures often consists of a
disproportionate percentage of metal and glass artifacts, for the simple fact that these materials are
slower to decompose than other architectural components like wood or even masonry. Because of
this predominance of metal artifacts on historic sites, the chronology of development for items like
nails is well documented. The National Parks Service created a series of leaflets defining the
development of nail types as they were used in historic structures (Nelson 1968). Square, machine
cut nails were introduced in the building trade in the late eighteenth century, and competed with
hand wrought nails into the 1820. After the 1820s, machine cut nails were the primary type
employed in construction. Additionally, machine cut nails produced after the 1830s are essentially
identical to those used at present. Cut nails were not significantly supplanted until the introduction of
the modern wire nail that became a dominant type in the 1890s (Nelson 1968).
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Figure 16.
Site 9CW234 Unit 2 North Profile of Map

A
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Mica Schist
C

Root

A. 2.5YR 3/4 Dark Reddish Brown Clay Loam
B. 2.5YR 4/6 Red Clay (Subsoil)
C. 2.5YR 3/3 Dark Reddish Brown Fill (Clay Loam with Clay)
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0
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The only nail type recovered from shovel test pit excavation and metal detector survey of Site
9CW234 was machine cut nails. Numerous nails were identified at Site 9CW234, however none
were the later wire-type nail. Some of the nails recovered featured machine-made heads, a feature
of later machine manufacturing dating to the 1830s. Typically, a house site occupied into the late
nineteenth century would feature construction, in the form of additions or outbuildings, which
utilized wire nails. Though disturbed by timbering, the sample of nails present in the assemblage
suggests the site was not in use by the 1880s.
Another absence from the rural landscape of Site 9CW234 were concentrations of refuse
associated with a farmstead active into the twentieth century. Frequently, rural sites occupied into
the early twentieth-century feature dumps of period refuse on down slopes and in gullies extending
from the house. These sites are typically observed on the ground surface and are generally located
some distance from the house (Messick et al. 2001). No deposits like these were found in the
vicinity of Site 9CW234.
A structure is noted in the vicinity of Site 9CW234 on the 1919 Soil Conservation Map (Figure 6).
Though the map does not specify if the represented structures are occupied or vacant, it is unlikely
the map references a ruined structure. Additionally, no structure appears on the 1940 Coweta
County Highway Map or in the aerial photography two years later.
David Evans and Kerry Elliott did collect battle-related artifacts from this landform in 2004 and
2005. The verbal descriptions of the approximate locations of their finds from Landform 5 have
been recreated in Figure 2. Their finds consisted primarily of dropped Cosmopolitan Type bullets
associated with the Union‘s 8th Iowa Division Cavalry and fired rounds associated with
Confederate forces. Additionally, a brass candleholder was located within the woods southwest of
the clearing in Site 9CW234 (Figure 17).

Table 1. Artifacts associated with Site 9CW234
Unit Type

Depth (cm)

Contents

STP

0-5

Nail Cut No/Unidentified Head, Glass Clear

Unit 1

0-5

Nail Cut No/ Unidentified Head

Unit 1

0-5

Nail Cut Machine Head

Unit 1

0-5

Ceramic Stoneware Alkaline Glazed

Unit 1

0-5

Glass Bottle Amber Machine Made

Unit 2

0-50

Metal Unidentified Ferrous

Metal Detector
Finds

1 Ceramic Stoneware Alkaline Glazed, 2 Ceramic White Granite, 1 Ceramic White
Granite Blue Exterior Glaze, 1 Chain Ferrous Metal, 1 Glass Bottle Aqua, 1 Hinge Strap
Ferrous Metal, 1 Horseshoe Fragment, 1 Barbed Wire, 11 Metal Ferrous, 7 Nail Cut
Machine Head, 12 Nail Cut No Head, 8 Nail Unidentified

Surface Finds

2 Ceramic White Granite, 1 Ceramic Stoneware Alkaline Glazed, 1 Ceramic
Edgeware, 1 Glass Bottle Aqua Embossed, 1 Glass Bottle Amber
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Figure 17.
Candle Holder from Site 9CW234

Source: Mary Evans

Source: Mary Evans
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LANDFORM 6
Landform 6 consisted of a linear ridge extending south from Millard Farmer Road toward Landform
5 (Figure 1). This landform featured a dirt road running its length from Millard Farmer Road south
to pass over Landforms 5 and 3. The road was bordered on either side by immature pine stands
that grew from eroded and gullied slopes (Figure 18). Red clay subsoil was observed on the
surface in and adjacent to the dirt road and in the transmission line corridor that crossed the
landform (Figure 18). The highest portions of Landform 6 measured approximately 880 feet AMSL
near Millard Farmer Road and sloped southward.
Local collectors have collected a number of different battle-related artifacts from the landform, and
some of the highest concentrations of collector finds were located on Landform 6 (Figure 2).
Despite the early collection of artifacts from the area, the roadbed and corridors on either side of
the roadbed from Millard Farmer Road south were subject to metal detector survey, totaling
approximately 7.1 acres (Figure 1). No artifacts associated with the battle were identified from
examination of the roadbed and surrounding areas.
In addition to the metal detector survey, pedestrian survey of Landform 6 identified a pit feature
approximately 450 meters (0.28 miles) south of Millard Farmer Road and 8 meters (26 feet) east of
the dirt road. It extended approximately 2 meters (7 feet) below the ground surface. The hole
measured approximately 1.5 meters (5 feet) in diameter, was circular in plan, and featured
excavated fill in piles around the opening (Figure 19). The feature was consistent in shape and size
to wells observed at house sites in the area. However, the apparent well excavation seemed
incomplete. The circular pit is not likely a feature associated with the battle, such as a rifle pit, for
several reasons. Rifle pits were generally oblong depressions with the fill banked on one side to
provide cover in combat. These positions were commonly situated on slopes or the tops of ridges
to provide lines of sight into the battle. Considering the high tempo of the Battle of Brown’s Mill, it
is unlikely that rifle pits would be constructed. The hole observed on Landform 6 featured straight
sides and was excavated downward suggesting use as well. This could be a failed attempt as a
well in association with a nearby house site, 9CW235. Approximately 65 meters (213 feet) south
of the hole on the northeastern edge of a clearing were two small rubble piles comprised of
fieldstone and brick. The rubble piles and pit feature were identified as Site 9CW235 (Figure 20).

SITE 9CW235
Site 9CW235 was located east of the dirt road leading south from Millard Farmer Road through the
center of the parcel now owned by Coweta County (Figure 1). The site was identified on the
northeastern edge of a clearing formerly used as a feed plot for local game. Shovel test pits were
excavated in a cruciform pattern radiating from the small rubble pile comprised of machine-made
brick and fieldstones that served as the site’s datum (Figure 21). Only one shovel test pit contained
subsurface deposits of artifacts. The remaining artifacts observed on site consisted of surface finds.
The artifact assemblage of Site 9CW235 contained burned ceramics, amethyst (or solarized) glass,
and nails. Table 2 provides a summary of the finds at Site 9CW235. The ceramics, though
burned, featured a vitreous, or glassy, paste consistent with the White Granite ceramic type (Miller
2000).
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Figure 18.
Views of Landform 6

A. View South of Dirt Road

B. Immature Pine and Exposed Subsoil
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Figure 19.
Views of the Pit Feature on the Landform 6

A. Spoil From Pit Adjacent to the Dirt Road

B. View of the Pit
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Figure 20. Site 9CW235 Map
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Figure 21.
Views of Site 9CW235

A. Clearing Adjacent to the Site

B. The Rubble Pile Central to the Site
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Amethyst (or solarized) glass tableware suggests that the occupation of the site occurred in the
1880s. The purple color associated with Amethyst glass type results from a reaction of magnesium
to sunlight. The use of magnesium in clear glass production began around the 1880s. Half of a
two-piece brass button featuring the O’Bryan Brothers clothing company’s “Duck Head” logo was
recovered from the only shovel test pit containing artifacts (Figure 20). The O’Bryan Brothers
Clothing Company was founded in 1865, and the button likely dates to the 1920s (Retroland
2007).
The artifact assemblage suggests activity on the site occurred after the Civil War period.
Additionally, a dump of modern car parts and other twentieth-century refuse was noted northwest of
the rubble pile. While the relation of the automobile refuse to the house site is not clear, its presence
fits within an early twentieth-century disposal pattern for homesteads (Messick et. al 2001). The
landscape was eroded and numerous push piles were observed on the slope leading east from the
dirt road. A shallow soil profile was noted in excavated shovel test pits. As at the site directly
south, the landscape reflects the impact agriculture has had on the soil profile (Figure 21). Again,
like Site 9CW234, the 1919 Soil Conservation Map notes a structure in the area of this site, but
later aerial photography depicts no structures, only cleared, terraced fields (Figures 6 and 8).
Table 2. Artifacts associated with Site 9CW235
Unit Type
STP

Depth (cm)
0-10

Surface Finds

Surface

Contents
White Granite, Glass Bottle Embossed Amethyst, Horseshoe Fragment, 5 Nail
Fragments Unidentified, Nail Wire, Two-piece Brass Button “O’Bryan Bros”
3 Nails Unidentified, Glass Bottle Clear, Glass Table Ware Amethyst

LANDFORM 7
Landform 7 was one of three landforms located south Moody Farm Road on a parcel owned by
Walker Moody (Figure 1). Landform 7 consisted of a circular hill featuring a grove of older
hardwood growth with an elevation approximately 880 feet AMSL. The remaining vegetation on
the landform consisted of open pasture and immature pine forest (Figure 22). Cleared land from
residential development was located immediately east of the landform. Two areas totaling
approximately two acres on the top and side-slopes of the landform were subjected to metal
detector survey (Figure 1). Additionally, dirt roads that crisscrossed the hilltop were examined for
the presence of artifacts. Though numerous automobile-related metal items, tractor parts, and a
mule shoe were identified in the metal detector survey, no battle-related artifacts were recovered.
Surface examination did reveal an eroded soil profile over the entire hilltop, featuring exposed red
clay subsoil on the ground surface.
In conversations with Walker Moody, he indicated that collectors had frequented his parcel for
many years and that the landscape had been significantly altered during his ownership. According
to Moody, Judge Byron Matthews possessed open access for many years, and in more recent
times, David Evans and other collectors had swept Landform 7 with metal detectors. The most
recent round of collecting produced no battle-related artifacts. Walker Moody informed the survey
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Figure 22.
Views of Landform 7

A. View North of One of the Road Intersections

B. View East at Developed Land
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crew of major changes made to the landscape. While not applicable directly to Landform 7,
agricultural terraces on Landforms 8 and 9, constructed in previous decades, had been graded and
filled by Moody. These terraces are evident on aerial photography from 1942 (Figure 8).
Also evident on the 1942 aerial view are a number of buildings around landform 7. While
evidence for the western most structures no longer exists, the current survey identified a standing
chimney, foundation remnants, and an open well associated with the eastern structure. The ruins of
this structure were identified as Site 9CW233 (Figure 23).

SITE 9CW233
Site 9CW233 was located approximately 45 meters (150 feet) southeast of the hardwood grove
atop Landform 7 (Figure 22). Because this house was extant in 1942 and appears to be
represented on the 1919 Soil Service Map, it likely has no bearing on the Battle of Brown’s Mill.
However, the site was still documented with shovel test pits radiating in a cruciform pattern from the
center of the foundation remnants and well (Figure 24). The soil profile revealed in the shovel test
pits inside the remnants foundation did not indicate the presence of a cellar. The soil profile in a
majority of the shovel test pits examined was deflated and shallow. Artifacts observed in shovel test
pits supported the evidence depicted in maps that the site consisted of an early twentieth-century
house. The foundation measured approximately 30 meters (100 feet) square in plan with a
chimney on its eastern side comprised of fieldstones and brick (Figure 24). The chimney masonry
was bonded with a sand and clay mortar with Portland cement used later to patch or repair. Given
the context in which the house was occupied it does not represent a contributing site to the Battle of
Brown’s Mill.
Table 3. Artifacts associated with Site 9CW233
Unit

Depth (cm)

Contents

STP

0-15

Nail, Burned Glass

STP

0-10

3 Nail Wire

STP

0-20

White Granite, Glass Bottle Amethyst, 3 Glass Bottle Clear

STP

0-20

Ceramic White Granite, Ceramic Stoneware Alkaline Glazed, Glass Flat Clear, Nail
Wire

LANDFORM 8
Landform 8 was located approximately 500 meters (1,640 feet) southwest of the end of Moody
Farm Road (Figure 1). The linear landform (approximately 880 feet AMSL) was oriented northwest
to southeast featuring a cleared pasture on its southern half (Figure 25). Approximately two acres
of the top and side slopes of Landform 8 were subjected to a metal detector survey. A single
transect of shovel test pit locations was investigated along the long axis of the landform. Fragments
of barbed wire were the only items identified by the metal detector survey or investigated shovel test
pit locations. The soil profile was eroded, rocky, and shallow. Agricultural terraces, featured on
the 1942 aerial view, were still visible (Figure 8).
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Figure 24.
Features of Site 9CW233

A. The Chimney and Foundation Remnants

B. The Open Well
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Figure 25.
Views of Landform 8

A. View North Across the Survey Area

B. View South Across the Survey Area
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LANDFORM 9
Landform 9 was located at the western end of Kent Drive (Figure 1). The gravel-paved road
bisected the landform into northern and southern halves (Figure 26). The oblong landform was
oriented roughly north to south with its highest portion (approximately 920 feet AMSL) located south
of Kent Drive. Extant agricultural terraces were observed encircling the entire landform. These
terraces were present as late as 1942 (Figure 8). Additionally, the southern half of the landform had
been utilized as a dump in the recent past. Numerous piles of modern refuse were concentrated
between networks of dirt paths that crisscrossed the southern half of Landform 9 (Figure 26).
Approximately 2.4 acres of the peak and hillsides of Landform 9 were subjected to survey with a
metal detector. No battle-related artifacts were found as a result of the survey. Although the
concentration of auto and household-related metal south of Kent Drive complicated the metal
detector survey, six fragments of bullets from twentieth-century firearms were identified. A single
transect of shovel test pits reveal little soil on the hilltop, and no artifacts were recovered from
excavated shovel test pits.
In addition to the top and side slopes of Landform 9, a section of on the western side Moody Farm
Road was examined with metal detectors. This section of roadside, and the southern half of the
Landform 9 hilltop, was located on the property of Darlene Callahan. Metal detector survey was
conducted in the area south of the intersection of Kent Drive and Moody Farm Road (Figure 1). The
survey corridor ran parallel with Moody Farm Road for approximately 80 meters (256 feet) long
and was 28 meters (92 feet) wide. Again, despite the identification of spent modern rifle
ammunition and brass shell casing, no battle-related artifacts were found. The area had likely
suffered impact from road development and site preparation for the Callahan residence.
The last area examined in association with Landform 9 was located approximately 200 meters
(650 feet) west of Landform 9 in the adjacent drainage (Figure 1). The landowners, Kent and Tracy
Ronig, identified this area as a location where artifacts associated with the battle had been
identified. The Ronigs owned the northern half of the summit of Landform 9. The location they
described featured an older hardwood tree adjacent to a seasonal drainage. Local collectors had
recovered Hotchkiss shell fragments in this drainage prior to fieldwork (Figure 1). A metal detector
survey was conducted around the tree and in the surrounding area. A single fragment from a
Hotchkiss shell was recovered in the vicinity of the drainage (Figure 2). This find confirms the
location of this particular artifact type as indicated by local collectors.

LANDFORM 10
Landform 10 was located on the property of Walker Moody approximately 565 meters (0.3 miles)
south of the Moody Farm Road (Figure 1). This ovoid landform featured the second highest
elevation of the landforms investigated at approximately 900 feet AMSL. Historical research has
also suggested the hill served as an observation point for the Union regiments situated in the rear of
the column (Evans et. al 2003). During fieldwork, the hill was devoid of trees. Hints of agricultural
terraces were still evident but have been obscured by subsequent earthmoving activities (Figure 27).
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Figure 26.
Views of Landform 9

A. View East of Gravel Road

B. View South of Trail and Modern Refuse
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Figure 27.
Views of Landform 10

A. View Northeast Across the Survey Area

B. View West Across the Survey Area
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The hilltop and slopes were investigated with metal detectors. Approximately two acres were
examined identifying no artifacts related to the battle. Additionally, a single transect of shovel test
pits was excavated along the spine of the landform, since the grassy pasture did not offer surface
visibility (Figure 27). The soil profile present in excavated shovel test pits was shallow featuring a
reddish, brown plowzone over red clay subsoil. No artifacts resulted from the excavation of shovel
test pits.
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VI. INTERPRETATION AND NATIONAL
REGISTER RECOMMENDATION
INTERPRETATION
The goals of the archeological survey of the Battle of Brown’s Mill were to identify potential routes
taken by Union forces into the battle and in retreat and to determine the location of the Union rifled
battery through the presence of artillery-related artifacts or through the identification of a house or
church site that was associated with the battery through historic accounts. Positions of these key
elements could then provide clarify the battle’s extent across the landscape. To this end, historic
documentation, GIS data analysis, and the accounts of local citizens and collectors were consulted
in identifying the locations most likely to contain the Union battery and/or period house sites. Ten
landforms were selected for archeological survey. Examination of each landform included a
systematic pedestrian survey using metal detectors in concert with shovel test pit and unit
excavation. The survey resulted in the identification of three house sites and a single Hotchkiss shell
fragment (Figure 1).
The area of intersection of what is now Millard Farmer and Old Corinth roads is well documented
as the site of Ashby’s ambush on the head of McCook’s column, and the findings of local collectors
support historic accounts. However, the column’s route into the Confederate’s waylay is not as well
documented, but historic accounts give clues to the position of the Union entrance. The use of the
place name “Brown’s Mill” in association with the cavalry conflict was employed solely by General
McCook in his official reports of the events of July 30, 1864 in The War of the Rebellion: A
Compilation of the Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies (U.S. Water Department
vol. 38, pt. 2: 763, 767). The fact that his accounts specify the mill suggests the column passed by
or came in some other contact with the Brown’s and their mill. Union forces were not likely to stop
and find out the name of the mill during a hasty retreat, so it is more likely they encountered Brown’s
Mill as they crossed the branch of Sandy Creek, heading north. Historic aerial photography
supports the presence of a well-worn route extending north from the mill and remnants of the route
remain today (Figures 3 and 8).
The findings of collectors provide insight as to the location of the route, Ricketyback Road, where
Union forces were attacked. When examining the location of these finds overlain on historic maps
and images of the landscape, it becomes clear that the dirt road crossing Landforms 5 and 6 was
central to the conflict (Figure 2). Concentrations of mixed Union and Confederate munitions are
clustered at the intersection of Landform 6 and Millard Farmer Road. These concentrations extend
south through LL52 and into LL77. The types of artifacts noted by collectors become increasingly
Union oriented approaching Site 9CW234, with many finds consisting of dropped Cosmopolitan
bullets, an ammunition associated with the 8th Iowa division. It was the troops of the 8th Iowa who
remained at the close of the battle to cover the Union retreat and that were later captured by
Wheeler’s forces (Evans et. al 2004). The remaining finds associated with Union forces were
identified by collectors to the south and west of the linear concentration of battlefield artifacts in
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LL78 and LL83. The findings of shell casings from Spencer rifles and buttons from federal uniforms
suggest a divided retreat of Union forces to the west and south after the battle. This scenario is
supported in accounts of the battle from Union officers (Evans 1996:267-271).
Finds associated with Confederate forces, like impacted Endfields and .58 caliber bullets, were
found along Landforms 5 and 6, suggesting this was a position being fired upon by Confederate
fronts. Chip Barron’s recollection of Judge Mathew’s collecting supported the location of a
concentration of battle-related material oriented along this dirt road. Barron’s further recollections of
a concentration of horseshoes north of Landform 10 and his find of a period pistol barrel further
suggests that this portion of the landscape was a well-used transportation route and had also seen
military activity (Figure 2).
While concentrations of rifle munitions are significant to the identification of key positions during
the conflict, many accounts are grounded by the position of the two Union cannons found in the
middle of the column as they rode for the Chattahoochee. The only artifact found in the
archeological survey associated directly with the events at the Battle of Brown’s Mill was a
Hotchkiss shell fragment located in a drainage northwest of Landform 9 (Figure 1). This position is
congruent with other finds identified by collectors in 1985 (Figure 2).
The presence of shell fragments in this drainage suggests the position of the cannons was to the
southwest. Hotchkiss shells were a direct line-of-fire munitions that were not lofted at its target, as a
mortar round would be. Unlike canisters, Hotchkiss shells had a long effective range, over one mile
(David Evans, personal communication, April 14, 2007). With these characteristics in mind, a
Union battery position on Landform 10 or Landform 7 would be unlikely because Landform 9,
higher in elevation than both 10 and 7, would obstruct shells from landing in the drainage to the
northwest. Additionally, a battery position on Landform 9 would be too close to supply the
impacted shell fragments found directly northwest. Landform 5 offers the best vantage to supply
Hotchkiss fire into the drainage where shell fragments have been recovered. A battery position on
Landform 5 offers a clear line-of-sight up the drainage (Figure 1). Additionally, the presence of
canister shot, which only has an effective range of approximately 400 yards or less, west of
Landform 5 is further evidence suggesting the logical position for the Union Hotchkiss battery would
be on Landform 5 (Hazlett et al. 1983).
Perhaps the most compelling evidence placing Union cannons on Landform 5 is the findings at
9CW234. The house site falls within LL77. In this land lot, the minister G.W. Cook settled prior to
the battle. He vacated the site soon after the conflict that took the life of his daughter. Research has
pointed to the Cook’s residence as the structure identified in battle accounts as a house or church
standing adjacent to the position of the Union artillery (Evans et al. 2004). Although disturbed by
years of timber harvests and agricultural use, 9CW234 features an artifact assemblage consistent
with a battle. It contains no artifacts from later periods, suggesting occupation and abandonment
during the mid-nineteenth century. Site 9CW234 is also in the heart of artifact concentrations
associated with Union forces, specifically the 8th Iowa Cavalry and impacted Confederate rounds,
suggesting the site was a position targeted by Confederate forces.
Although continuous agriculture, timber harvesting, and collecting have impacted the Brown’s Mill
battle site, key elements to the battle can be discerned from the evidence assembled. The route
taken by McCook’s column, known as Ricketyback Road, has never been identified on a map and
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is not a term familiar to the current residents of the area. However, the interpretation of collector’s
findings, the examination of historic documents, and the excavations at 9CW234 suggest a
corridor central to the battle. Additionally, the locations of Hotchkiss shell fragments and spent
canister supply the potential position of the Union battery located adjacent to the road. The Battle
of Brown’s Mill focused on this serpentine route extending from the road leading north from Brown’s
Mill, turning west of Landform 10, and curving again north near 9CW234 to intersect what is now
Millard Farmer Road (Figure 28).
Accounts of the conflict indicated it was fought on three fronts along this route. Ashby attacked
from the west engaging the head of the column at Old Corinth Road. Ross attacked the column
from the north, while Wheeler’s attack cut into the enemy’s column from the northeast. The Union
cavalry’s response to the attacks to the west and north were to establish a position near 9CW234
on Landform 5. It was in this vicinity that the 8th Iowa defended the retreat of the remaining Union
forces as the crescent of Confederate fronts closed in on the position of the cannons.
The degree to which the lines of battle fluctuated along Ricketyback Road has yet to be determined.
Accounts of the battle suggest the Union forces initially pushed the Wheeler front of the Confederate
ambush back to distances that ranged between one and two miles. The recovery of shell fragments
approximately 0.6 miles northeast of Site 9CW234 suggests that the Union battery was targeting a
force inside of a mile. Additionally, if the deep landform features observed on Gretchen
Deichelbor parcel and along the drainage running south through LL77 are the ravines referred to by
Wheeler, that also places the Confederate forces within one mile of the eastern flank of the Union’s
position on Ricketyback Road.
Figure 28 offers an interpretation of the position of Union Troops along Ricketyback Road and
general approaches taken by Confederate commands. The order of regiments along the route is
drawn from Evans (1996:258-259). Additionally, Figure 29 presents shifts in the Union forces as
the battle ensued. Consistencies in the movements of the regiments in the rear of the column can be
found in accounts compiled by David Evans. While the exact positions of the regiments cannot be
determined, some movements of the rear commands are interpreted here.
On the morning of July 30, 1864 the Union column filed past Brown’s Mill at the crossing in the
southern limits of the battle site. At the time of attack, the column was stretched out along the roughly
2-mile course that included the road leading north from Brown’s Mill and the western portions of
Ricketyback Road. Confederate cavalry attacked on three fronts: Ashby at the intersection with
Corinth, Ross from the north, and Wheeler from the northeast (Figure 28). During the course of the
skirmish the Union forces took position at the Cook House (9CW234) on Landform 5. Regiments
situated at the rear of the column organized around this position. The mule train found in the heart
of the column was moved to a depression near, and to the rear, of the artillery battery (Figure 29).
The hilltop position served as the last stand for the Union cavalry as the 8th Iowa regiment, the
cannons, and mule train were captured by the encroaching Confederate forces while the remaining
Union cavalry retreated to the south and west (Figure 29).
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Figure 28. Interpretation Map at the Battle's Onset
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Figure 29. Interpretation Map at the Battle's Close
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An objective of the archeological investigation of the Battle of Brown’s Mill was to identify the
location of Union artillery position. To this end, the location of period house sites within the area of
the battle was critical in identifying the battery location. An additional goal was to discern routes
taken by the Union to enter and exit the battlefield. Archeological investigation employed in concert
with historic research and local history has produced a clearer picture of the events of the Battle of
Brown’s Mill. Archeological survey identified Site 9CW234 on Landform 5 as a Civil War period
house site whose location corresponds with records and historic accounts of the battle, helping to
identify the likely position of the Union battery. Analysis of historic maps and use of GIS
technology identified significant routes in the landscape that would have served as avenues for
troop movements.

NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY AND PROPOSED BOUNDARY
The Battle of Brown’s Mill is recommended eligible for nomination to the National Register of
Historic Places under Criteria A and D. The cavalry skirmish represents a significant event during
the closing years of the Civil War that forced a major change in Union tactics from a reliance on
cavalry to an increased deployment of infantry during the Atlanta Campaign, and is therefore
associated with a significant historic event and is eligible under Criterion A. The site itself, though
impacted by collecting and agriculture, also has the potential to provide additional information
pertaining to the engagement, meeting the conditions of Criterion D.
The battle has significance as one of the few Confederate victories in the course of the Atlanta
Campaign, which had begun in early May and which ended with the surrender of Atlanta to
General Sherman in early September of 1864. McCook’s column was carrying out part of
Sherman’s plan to use cavalry to sever the rail connections supplying the City of Atlanta. The
Confederate victory significantly weakened Sherman’s cavalry. The capture of resources like
troops, horses, and artillery at Brown’s Mill, and later at Sunshine Church, sapped the strength of the
Union’s mounted divisions (Evans et al. 2001). The overall failure of Union cavalry to achieve their
goals led Sherman to lay siege to the city directly. Atlanta fell only when Sherman used his infantry
to cut the rail connections, which was finally completed after the Battle of Jonesboro in late August
1864.
While the current archeological study aided in identifying key routes and the probable position of
significant military elements, like the Union’s artillery, the Battle of Brown’s Mill property has the
potential to provide additional information pertaining to this significant cavalry engagement.
Although the impact of collecting and agriculture on the property is extensive, the current
investigation of the Battle of Brown’s Mill did not exhaust the potential for undiscovered militaryrelated deposits. The current study examined only portions of the route known historically as
Ricketyback Road. Portions of the proposed route have been partially obscured by the creation of
a pond found to the southeast of Site 9CO234 (Figure 2). This area retains potential for
undiscovered battle-related deposits. Site 9CO234 represents a residential site dating to the period
of the Battle of Brown’s Mill. Further examination of this house site could yield additional
information on the landscape of the battle. Additionally, as with many battlefields, the likelihood
exists of undiscovered buried human remains.
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Figure 30. A Proposed National Register Boundary for the Battle of Brown’s Mill Property
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The exact boundaries of the battle do not appear in any recorded account. Therefore, the
archeological study of the Battle of Brown’s Mill utilized historical documents, the accounts of local
residents, and archeological survey to establish the route that served as the focus of the skirmish.
This central corridor, the concentrations of battle-related artifacts, and significant landscape features
define the battle in space. Figure 30 offers a proposed boundary for the Battle of Brown’s Mill
property based on the data collected by the current study. While the approaches of Confederate
forces and the extent of movement of battlefronts during combat can be found in historic accounts,
the location and extent of the aspects have not been confirmed. Therefore, the boundary suggested
conforms to significant landscape features and the location of finds complied during research of
the battle. The area defined as the “core area” in Figure 30 reflects the highest density of battle
related finds as described in collectors’ accounts. The concentration of collectors’ finds in this area
suggests this portion of the landscape was central to the conflict.
The examination of accounts and historic maps revealed that McCook’s command rode north from
the Brown’s home, past Brown’s Mill to intersect Ricketyback Road and turned westward on their
march to the Chattahoochee. Their progress was halted by the ensuing Confederate ambush, so the
likely retreat routes took McCook’s column south and west. The accounts of local collectors
identified the positions of key artifact types and their concentrations. The picture painted by the
locations of collectors’ finds identified the crucial areas of combat in an expansive battlefield.
Though located in a landscape shifted by agriculture and time, the mark of the cavalry skirmish at
Brown’s Mill remains. This significant historic event is preserved in the historical and archeological
record and more importantly through the stewardship of the residents of Coweta County.
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